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As online classes not only become a 
necessity, but also the new normal, 
educators must wrestle with the challenges 
of maintaining both exam and institutional 
integrity. That’s where Examity comes in.

A pioneer in online proctoring, Examity 
has been recognized for superior 
efficiency, security, and convenience. 
Our platform offers a variety of styles, 
from automated through to live, for 
hundreds of universities, employers, 
and certification providers worldwide.

Through our relationship with  
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector, we 
are able to offer our portfolio of proctoring 
solutions to state, local, and educational 
institutions to help them adapt to the 
changing learning environments. 
OMNIA Partners, Public Sector is the 
largest and most experienced cooperative 
purchasing organization dedicated 
to public sector procurement. 
OMNIA Partners reduces the cost of 
purchased goods by combining the 
purchasing power of buyers like yourself.

Seamless and secure
online proctoring  



examity.com    |    855-EXAMITY    |    info@examity.com 

Interested in learning more?  
Contact Examity today to hear about our online proctoring solution.

 

Online proctoring, on your terms.
Integration
Examity can implement with any test delivery platform and LMS. Our simple and 
straightforward approach includes single sign-on for all users, presenting a seamless 
experience for test-takers, instructors, and administrators. 

Flexibility
When it comes to test integrity, our clients have their own ideas. Rather than offer just 
one proctoring style, Examity’s platform allows clients to select the level that best fits 
their needs, from automated through to live.

Technology
Monitoring millions of exams a year means we must stay ahead of violation 
trends. Our solution, is constantly evolving to reflect technology and industry 
advancements.

Reporting
From completion rates, violation reports, and video files, our comprehensive 
dashboard gives you immediate access to all the information, allowing you to 
quickly assess, and address, aberrant behavior.

Support
We recognize that exam day can sometimes feel overwhelming. With this in mind, we 
maintain a robust support structure to address any and all concerns. Support is offered 
24 hours a day, 365 days a year via online chat, email, and phone.

Benefits of OMNIA Partners
• Bypass the RFP process
• Save time and resources
• Competitively solicited discount pricing
• No cost to participate
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